- Snapshot
- Record Voice
- Translate Word
- Googler
- Mind Manager
- Activity Energy Meter
- Work/off-task detector
- Progress Meter + Guidance
- Room personalisation based on faces
- Whiteboard @ ALL
- Handwriting Table
- Laptop sharing
1. Synthesis Tool
   - Capture
   - Snapshot
   - Voice Recorder
   - Whiteboard @ All

2. Meeting Support Tool
   - Scaffold
   - MindManager
   - Coopler
   - Translate
   - Activity
   - Energy
   - On/Off Task
   - Progress + Help
   - Personalisation
   - Differentiation
   - Laptop <>
   - Competitor

3. Meeting Meters
   - Reflect

4. Interbubble
   - Ambiance

5. Virtual Bubble
   - Isolate

6. Maps: Noise, Co, IO

7. Mises Board: Help
Picture of one of the working groups